Plant Therapy’s new Crystal Carfresh Diffuser brings passive
diffusion to your commute!
Bring the natural benefits of essential oils into your car all year long!
Twin Falls, IDAHO – September 18, 2019
###
Americans spend 18 days a year or more inside cars, and at least eight hours a week. It’s no
wonder then that the car can become almost a second home and an extension of ourselves. But
this time in the car is also a missed opportunity - time spent in the car is eight hours a week that
could be used to better mental and physical health, instead of raging at other drivers or counting
the minutes until arriving home. This is where Plant Therapy’s newest must-have essential oil
accessory comes in. Meet the Crystal Carfresh Diffuser!
Get chic on-the-go passive diffusion with Plant Therapy's Crystal Carfresh Diffuser. Make the
daily commute much more bearable - just 2-3 drops of essential oil or blend to fill the car with
whichever scent you choose. The simple, easy-to-use magnetic lock and replaceable refill stick
make this diffuser a go-to for the car. Shaped like a long black facet-cut stone, this diffuser looks
like a crystal when the light hits it while driving.
“We’re extremely excited to be launching a new, versatile diffuser,” said Mykeah Kranzler,
Director of Marketing. “Our customers are always on the lookout for new, exciting ways to
incorporate essential oils into their lives, and our new Crystal Carfresh Diffuser is an awesome
new way to diffuser on-the-go.”
The Crystal Carfresh Diffuse is available for SRP $14.95, through the company website,
www.planttherapy.com, and at online retailers including Amazon.com. Individual refill pads for
the Crystal Carfresh Diffuser can be purchased separately for $8.95 for a pack of eight.
###
About Plant Therapy: Founded in 2011, Plant Therapy is a leading supplier of essential oils and
accessories. Based in Twin Falls, Idaho, we provide the absolute highest-quality essential oils
and are committed to educating our customers on their uses, safety, and efficacy. Our products
include CBD, essential oils, organic essential oils, carrier oils, blends, KidSafe blends, and
pre-diluted roll-ons as well as accessories such as diffusers, books, and natural body care. Find
more information on our website: https://www.planttherapy.com.

